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The war of The roses is a series of armed 

dynastic conflicts between factions of the 

English nobility in 1455-1485 in a power 

struggle between supporters of the two 

branches of the Plantagenet dynasty-the 

Lancastrians and the Yorks. Despite the 

established chronological framework of the 

conflict in historical literature (1455-1485)

, some war-related clashes took place both 

before and after the war. The war ended 

with the victory of Henry Tudor of a side 

branch of the house of Lancaster, who foun

ded a dynasty that ruled England and Wales 

for 117 years. The war brought significant 

destruction and disaster to the population 

of England, during the conflict, a large 

number of representatives of the English 

feudal aristocracy died.



.

Cause of war

The reason for the war was the discontent of a 

large part of English society with the failures in 

the Hundred years ' war and the policy pursued 

by king Henry VI's wife, Queen Margaret, and 

her favorites. The opposition was led by Duke 

Richard of York, who demanded for himself first 

the Regency of the incapacitated king, and later 

the English crown. The basis for this claim was 

that Henry VI was the great-grandson of John 

of gaunt — the third surviving son of king 

Edward III, and the Duke of York was the great 

— great-grandson of Lionel, the second surviving 

son of that king; in addition, Henry VI's 

grandfather Henry IV seized the throne in 1399

, forcibly forcing king Richard II to abdicate, 

which made the legitimacy of the entire Lancast

rian dynasty questionable



Names and symbols

The name "war of the Roses" was not 

used during the war. Roses were the 

distinctive badges of the two warring 

parties. Exactly who used them for 

the first time is unknown. If the 

White rose, symbolizing the virgin, was 

used as a distinctive sign by the first 

Duke of York, Edmund Langley, in the 

XIV century, then nothing is known 

about the use of the Scarlet rose by 

the lancastrians before the war. 

Perhaps it was invented in contrast to 

the enemy's emblem.



Social composition of participants in the conflict.

Armed forces of the parties

The conflict involved mainly representatives of the 

English feudal aristocracy with detachments of their 

servants and supporters, as well as a small number of 

foreign mercenaries. Support for the opposing sides 

was largely determined by dynastic factors. The 

so-called system of "bastard feudalism" was one of 

the main factors that influenced the fall of the 

authority and influence of the Royal power and the 

escalation of the armed conflict. 

The transition to the service of feudal lords to large 

magnates because of personal ambitions, greed and pro

fitable marriages gave rise to the growth of infidelitie

s and betrayals, which often decided the outcome of 

many battles.



Main events and participants

The confrontation turned into an open 

war in 1455, when the first battle of St. 

Albans was celebrated by the Yorkists, 

after which the English Parliament

declared Richard of York protector of the 

Kingdom and heir of Henry VI. However, 

in 1460, Richard York died at the battle 

of Wakefield. The White rose party was 

led by his son Edward, who was crowned 

Edward IV in London in 1461. In that yea

r the Yorkists had won the victory at Mo

rtimer's Cross and towton. As a result of 

the last battle, the main Lancastrian 

forces were defeated, and king Henry VI 

and Queen Margaret fled the country.



Result of war

Although historians are still debating the 

true extent of the conflict's impact on me

dieval English life, there is no doubt That 

the war of the Roses led to a political 

upheaval and a change in the established 

balance of power. The most obvious 

outcome was the collapse of the Plantagen

et dynasty, which was replaced by the new 

Tudor dynasty, which changed England over 

the following years. In the following years, 

the remnants of the Plantagenet factions, 

left without direct access to the throne, 

diverged into different positions, as the 

monarchs continually pitted them against 

each other.
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